THE PORT ALBERNI INDOOR OPEN

The Port Alberni Pickle Ball Association
is hosting it’s first Island wide Pickleball Tournament.

To be held at the Port Alberni Multiplex 3737 Roger st.
Saturday and Sunday, May 30’th & 31’st 2020
From 8:am to 6:pm

Saturdays Line up will be Mens Doubles & Womens Doubles
Sundays Line up will be Mixed Doubles

This is a non sanctioned Pickleball Tournament

Pickleball is one of the fastest growing sports in North America
It is a paddle ball sport that combines elements of tennis, badminton and table tennis.
Played on a badminton size court, with a net height similar to tennis, paddles made of composite materials, hitting a polymer ball similar to a whiffle ball.
A fun and exciting sport with International and North American governing bodies and professional tournaments being held in North America and expanding world wide.

For further information please call, text or email.
Randy Lemoine, President, P.A Picklers Association
604 209 7075
randolphlemoine@gmail.com
1ST ANNUAL, PORT ALBERNI PICKLEBALL OPEN TOURNAMENT MAY 30/31 – 2020, REGISTRATION INFO’S

THIS IS A NON-SACTIONED/FUN OPEN EVENT – OPEN SKILL LEVELS – OPEN AGE GROUP (NO AGE RESTRICTIONS)

ALL SKILL LEVELS WILL BE MIX FROM 3.0 – 5.0 OR WHAT EVER IS THE HIGHEST SEATING.

ALL SKILL PLAYERS WILL BE DRAWN IN DIFFERENT POOL RANDOMLY TILL WE GET TO THE LOWER SKILL LEVEL. AND AGAIN – THIS IS A OPEN EVENT, YOU WILL BE CHALLENGED BY PLAYING SOME MORE SKILLFUL PLAYERS.

THERE WILL BE 3 POOLS, 18 TEAMS REGISTRATION ............. 6x waitlist

FEE: $30 PER EVENT PER PERSON, ONE PERSON CAN REGISTER FOR BOTH A TOTAL OF $60

REGISTER BY PHONE: EVENT OPEN 9AM MONDAY – MARCH 9TH

CALL PORT ALBERNI ARENA MAIN LINE @ 1 250 720 2518

CALL PORT ALBERNI ECHO CENTRE MAIN RECEPTION @ 1 250 723 2181

CODE #10728 MENS DOUBLES

CODE # 10729 WOMENS DOUBLES

CODE # 10730 MIXED DOUBLES

REGISTER ONLINE, BY CREATING ACCOUNT

www.playinpa.ca

- Scroll to first picture below mother and son reading, click
- New page opens, scroll to the bottom recreation programme, click Adult Leisure
- New page opens, sports and outdoor activity /Adult
- Below the subtitle – you will see all 3 events, choose your event, REGISTER
- One person can register total of $60
- When you register it will prompt you to create an account – please go ahead and create an account and follow all steps till you are registered. Good luck.

After all spots had been filled I will email all those who registered to send me their double partners and est. skill level

Thank you for participation in our first “ Port Alberni Pickle Ball Open Tourney “
GAME FORMAT: NON-SACTIONED

ROUNDS – EACH TEAM WILL BE PLACE IN 3 POOLS, A/B/C
RANDOMLY ALL SKILL LEVELS ARE MIXED 3.0-5.0

SCORES – IN THE ROUND ROBINS, FIRST TEAM TO 11 POINTS WINS THE GAME
MEDAL ROUNDS, WIN BY 2

KNOCKOUT – IT WILL BE A DOUBLE ROUND KNOCKOUT

NOTE : EVERY ROUND GAMES ARE IMPORTANT, ALL HIGHEST SCORE’S IN EACH POOL WILL GO INTO POOL A OF THE KNOCKOUT ROUND.

EXAMPLE: 18 TEAMS – TOP 6 BEST SCORES FROM ALL POOLS WILL BE DRAWN INTO POOL/FLIGHT A, NEXT BEST 6 WILL BE POOL/FLIGHT B, AND REMAINDER IN POOL/FLIGHT C

- IF TOTAL SCORE TIE’S, POINTS AGAINST TAKING IN COSIDERTION
- IF ALL OTHER OPTIONS REMAIN TIES, THE NEXT OPTION WILL BE, TEAMS WITH TIES GOING TO THE KNOCKOUT AROUND ESPECIALLY EARNING A SPOT ON FLIGHT A WILL EITHER TOSS IT OUT COIN PENDING AT WHAT LEVEL OR A VOLLEY GAME TO 11. IT WILL BE DETERMINE ON THE DAY, PENDING ON TIME
- RESPECT ALL PLAY, PLAY FAIR, HAVE FUN

LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED AND GREAT PRIZES DRAWN – GOOD LUCK ALL

CALL MAUKE 250 735 0164 OR email: mmauke@hotmail.com ANY QUESTIONS